654

MIDBLOCK CROSSWALK ENHANCEMENT ASSEMBLIES
(REV 11-12-20) (FA 2-22-21) (7-21)
SUBARTICLE 654-2.1 is deleted and the following substituted:

654-2.1 In-Roadway Light Assemblies: In-roadway light assemblies must meet
the physical and operational requirements of the latest edition of the MUTCD, Chapter
4N.
In-roadway light assemblies can include a passive detector in addition to a
pedestrian pushbutton. In-roadway light assemblies must be normally dark and initiate
operation upon pedestrian actuation via a pedestrian pushbutton or a passive detector.
The In-roadway light assembly will cease operation at a predetermined time after the
pedestrian actuation. If a passive detector is used, the In-roadway light assembly may
cease operation after the pedestrian clears the crosswalk. The duration of the
predetermined period shall be programmable and capable of matching the pedestrian
clearance time for pedestrian signals as determined by MUTCD procedures. The timer
that controls flashing must automatically reset each time a pedestrian call is received.
In-roadway light assemblies must have a minimum luminance of
101 candelas and a minimum viewing angle of 20 degrees.

SUBARTICLE 654-2.2.2 is deleted and the following substituted:
654-2.2.2 Beacon Flashing Requirements: The light intensity of the
yellow indications shall meet the minimum specifications of Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE) standard J595 for Class 1 (Directional Flashing Optical Warning
Devices for Authorized Emergency, Maintenance, and Service Vehicles) dated
January 2005. Ensure RRFB assemblies are capable of automatically dimming to reduce
brightness of the LEDs at nighttime.
The flash rate of each individual yellow indication, as applied over
the full on-off sequence of a flashing period of the indication, shall not be between 5 and
30 flashes per second. When activated, the two yellow indications in each RRFB shall
have a flash rate of 75 flash cycles per minute using the following sequence: left side
beacon on for 50 milliseconds (msec), both beacons off for 50 msec, right side beacon on
for 50 msec, both beacons off for 50 msec, left side beacon on for 50 msec, both beacons
off for 50 msec, right side beacon on for 50 msec, both beacons off for 50 msec, both
beacons on for 50 msec, both beacons off for 50 msec, both beacons on for 50 msec, both
beacons off for 250 msec. No other flash patterns shall be selectable via hardware or
software.

SUBARTICLE 654-2.2.3 is deleted and the following substituted:
654-2.2.3 RRFB Operation: RRFB can include a passive detector in
addition to a pedestrian pushbutton. RRFBs must be normally dark and initiate operation
only upon pedestrian actuation via a pedestrian pushbutton, or a passive detector. The

RRFB will cease operation at a predetermined time after the pedestrian actuation. If the
passive detector is used, the RRFB may cease operation after the pedestrian clears the
crosswalk. The duration of the predetermined period shall be programmable and capable
of matching the pedestrian clearance time for pedestrian signals as determined by
MUTCD procedures. The timer that controls flashing must automatically reset each time
a pedestrian call is received.
All RRFBs associated with a single crosswalk (including those
with an overhead or advance crossing sign, if used) shall simultaneously commence
operation of their alternating rapid flashing indications and shall cease operation
simultaneously.
RRFBs must include an instruction sign (FTP-68C-21) mounted
adjacent to or integral with each pedestrian pushbutton.
A confirmation light directed at and visible to pedestrians in the
crosswalk must be installed integral to the RRFB to give confirmation that the RRFB is
in operation.

ARTICLE 654-6 is deleted and the following substituted:
654-6 Basis of Payment.
Price and Payment will be full compensation for all work specified in this Section.
Payment will be made under:
Item No. 654- 1
Midblock Crosswalk - In-Roadway Light Assembly
- per assembly.
Item No. 654- 2
Midblock Crosswalk - Rectangular Rapid Flashing
Beacon Assembly - per assembly.
Item No. 654- 3
Midblock Crosswalk - Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon
Assembly - per assembly.

